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19 months at the negotiating table and our
SWA leadership still believes contracting
out our jobs is the recipe for a successful
airline. Will we be able to convince our
company otherwise? We’ve been silent
long enough!

F LIPPING

THE

S CRIPT

Unfortunately, since contract negotiations began in July of
2011, the company has been proposing to outsource some
of our jobs, our work, to contract workers. On February 27th,
2013, they flipped the script
clearly defining the “shelf-space” of U.S. airlines, as
THE NEW WORLD ORDER more
the three remaining legacy carriers American, Delta and
and proposed a temporary
United, are focused on attracting high-value customers with
By nearly every measure Southwest Airlines is the most
their massive global network operations, rather than directly
successful airline in history, earning more than $12.7 billion
workers program in place of
competing with LCC’s like Southwest.
in operating profits since deregulation. Today Southwest
remains the largest domestic The restructuring of SWA’s largest competitors in
contract workers. I don’t care
carrier
despite
recent bankruptcy five to ten years ago produced labor
mergers of our largest concessions that reduced labor costs. These labor cost
competitors. In addition, reductions are rapidly becoming history, as legacy airline
if you call them contract,
Southwest is larger than all employees are currently recouping wage, work rule and
other Low Cost Carriers benefit loses in their new contracts. Perhaps in recognition
seasonal, temporary, or
(“LCCs”) combined and is of these recent events, and despite being in bankruptcy,
forecast by Wall Street American Airlines has negotiated new labor agreements
vendor workers, it is still
Analysts to post record profits which contain sharp increases in wage rates for its workers
this year and next. A large that result in pay scales that are higher than when they
part
of
Southwest’s entered bankruptcy.
outsourcing. There is an old
continuing success is the fact New labor agreements at restructured carriers have
that
SWA’s
employees included overall pay rate increases ranging from 16% to
saying about putting lipstick
remain the most productive in nearly 80% above their previous concessionary wage rates,
the industry, allowing SWA to as these carriers are focusing on merger synergies and
on a pig; it is still a pig.
pay more and keeping unit revenue upside to achieve business goals. These new labor
labor costs competitive.
contracts are rapidly increasing labor costs at SWA’s largest
Recent consolidation resulting from the mergers of Delta competitors. Yet it appears SWA inadvertently believes that
Our 9,400 members have a
and Northwest, United and Continental, SWA and Airtran, past decreases in labor costs at restructured carriers will
and the announced merger of American and US Airways, is continue and eliminate the competitive advantage of SWA.
producing a mature, highly concentrated U.S. airline As shown in the following slides, this assertion is not true,
vested interest in taking care
industry. This consolidation means less fragmentation and and SWA is poised to post record profits this year.
fewer competitors that will provide more capacity discipline Dan Akins
Charles Cerf
of our customers. We have a
and increase pricing power, which is predicted to result in
record profits in the airline industry. Consolidation is also Aviation Industry Economist
long history of providing
President
NDUSTRY
I
timely departures, flight
UPDATE
safety, and exemplary baggage and freight handing, all of
This presentation is
intended to provide
which are a part of the legendary customer service
an update on SWA’s
competitive position
Southwest Airlines is known for. We have a reason for
in the industry,
including
comparisons of
wanting the customers to continue to fly on our airline.
SWA labor
productivity and unit
Contract workers do not!
costs. Slide 1 to the
right provides
historical and
Since contract workers do not have the same vested
projected SWA
annual net income,
from 1995 through
interest in our success, it is not realistic to believe they will
forecasts for 2013
and 2014. As
provide the public with the exceptional service they have
shown, SWA
produced $421
come to expect from Southwest Airlines. It seems ironic that
million in net income
in 2012, and is
currently forecast by
leaders of our company would want to emulate AirTran
Wall Street analysts
to achieve record
Airways, which has a large contingency of contract workers,
profit levels in 2013
and 2014.
even in Atlanta and their home station of Orlando. Which
airline has a history of over 40
years of profitability?
NOTIFICATION REGARDING CONTRACT WORKERS
We are some of the most
productive workers in the
Southwest notified our union that contract workers would be
industry; we have always done
utilized at the following new stations:
more with less – in many cases,
a lot less. “Bags Fly Free” has
Grand Rapids, MI (GRR) added since last newsletter
proven to be a successful
campaign for our company,
Memphis, TN (MEM) added since last newsletter
resulting in nearly 6 million
Washington, DC – Reagan (DCA)
additional bags annually, and we
Key West, FL (EYW)
handled every one of those bags
and boarded all of those
Portland, ME (PWM)
additional customers. We are at
Branson, MO (BKG)
the bargaining table to negotiate
Charlotte, NC (CLT)
a contract in good faith which
reflects
our
members’
Flint, MI (FNT)
productivity and their substantial
Rochester, NY (ROC)
contribution to the growth and
San Juan, PR (SJU)
continued
prosperity
of
Southwest Airlines.
Wichita, KS (ICT)
In closing, please review the
Article 2, paragraph F, Subparagraph 2 of our contract permits the
financial insert provided by our
company to use contract workers in new stations that opened after
aviation economist, Dan Akins. I
March 27, 2009 that have 12 or fewer departures. The company
think it is important for each
must notify the union of the nature of the contract and the
member to have an unbiased
anticipated length of time the contract workers will be used. The
economic report.
above stations will remain outsourced unless the flight activity
Fraternally,
exceeds 12 departures a day.
Charles Cerf
The list of outsourced stations will continue to grow as AirTran
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Dan Akinsf
Aviation Industry Economist

stations convert to Southwest.
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GRIEVANCE REPORT
November 1, 2012 – February 28, 2013
Total Grievances Filed

772

System Boards of Adjustment

24

*Arbitrations

5

0 Settled

0 Denied

24 Deadlocked

Grievances Related to Discipline 215
Terminations

60

16 Reinstated

*Some arbitration decisions are posted on our website, www.twu555.org. You must be logged on to
read the decisions, then click on Documents. To maintain member confidentiality, names and
locations will be deleted on some arbitration decisions. All decisions may not be posted due to
confidentiality.

TRENDS/CONCERNS:
The trend that I have seen the most in the last year with
terminations in our local is theft of time. There has been no
particular issue that the company has focused on regarding theft
of time. The company has used no punches, door swipes,
moving a car to a different area, going up into the terminal, going
to get food, and just about anything else they can think of to
terminate our members for theft of time. Some stations have a
memo that they made the members sign regarding breaks and
lunches and they use that memo to try to make their case
stronger. All of the freedom that our members have been
accustomed to for 40 plus years during down time or free time
between flights is being attacked by the company. They have
been trying to argue that if you are not on one of your two 15
minute breaks or your 30 minute lunch, then you must be in your
assigned position. Union leadership will continue to represent the
membership to the best of their ability, but each of you must be
aware of the tactics being used at the new SWA. We have a
recent arbitrator’s decision that is available on the TWU 555
website for you to read and review on this topic. The grievance
number is DEN-R-1346/12.

Grievance Tip: If the company directs you to a physician
of its choice when calling in sick, make sure that you
place the burden on them by requesting transportation,
if you are unable to safely go to the doctor on your own.
This is no way means that we agree it’s okay for the
company to be forcing you to see a company doctor,
but is a precaution to ensure your safety if you should
be encountered by such a mandate just because you’re
calling in, or going home, sick.
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Serving the Members of
TWU Local 555...
President – Charles Cerf
(HRL-R)
Vice President – Jerry
McCrummen (DAL-O)
Financial Secretary/Treasurer
– Ralph Darnell (DAL-R)
Recording Secretary – Jesse
Soto (HOU-R)
Interim Grievance Specialist –
Brian Smith (MSY-R)
Grievance Specialist – Mike
Roach (LAS-F)
Leave Specialist – Amye L. T.
Hollins
Office Administrator –
Michelle Hornback
Membership Administrator –
Marie Ekberg
Communications Coordinator –
Patti Adams (LIT-O)

Web Site Administrator –
Jason Gomes (SNA-R)
District 1 Representative –
Mike Martinez (LGA-R)
District 2 Representative –
Mike Cernosek (TPA-R)
District 3 Representative –
Randy Barnes (CLE-R)
District 4 Representative –
Mark Waters (BNA-R)
District 5 Representative –
Robert Bettinger (HOU-O)
District 6 Representative –
Kevin Carney (ABQ-R)
District 7 Representative –
Heard Bryant (SMF-O)
District 8 Representative –
Albert Barbosa (SEA-P)
Voice of 555 Editor – Ryan
Notton (PDX-R)

SAFETY & HEALTH REPORT
Work Safe, Work Smart, Stay Healthy
Total 555 members on OJI as of 2-20-13

409

In her 2012 Workers Memorial Day speech then Secretary
of Labor Hilda Solis remarked, "Every day in America, 13
people go to work and never come home. Every year in
America, nearly 4 million people suffer a workplace injury
from which some may never recover. These are
preventable tragedies that disable our workers, devastate
our families, and damage our economy. American workers
are not looking for a handout or a free lunch. They are
looking for a good day's pay for a hard day's work. They
just want to go to work, provide for their families, and get
home in one piece.”

These remarks not only accurately represent the
feelings of the 555 membership, they also remind us
that safety must be practiced every day, every shift,
every flight. It is important to remember that in order for us
to ensure that we don’t get injured or killed while
performing our job we need to work safely. The best way
for us to work safe is for us to do our job exactly as it is
outlined in the Ground Ops Manual. Remember, do not
work slowlywork safely.
Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to
contact a member of the TWU Local 555 Safety & Health
Committee. Please visit www.twu555.org for contact
information and for an upcoming online safety newsletter.

EDUCATION COMMITTEE REPORT
Because Knowledge IS Power!

Greg Puriski, John Ardes, Ray Rosero
TWU 555 Education Committee

WANNA TAKE A QUIZ?
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Original cartoon by Shaun Burris, IND Station Rep

I would like to quiz the membership to see if we're on the
same page. So please grade yourself or have a fellow agent
quiz you.
Are you...
1. Registered on our website
twu555.org, or have you liked TWU
555 on Facebook to keep up with all
the latest information?
2. Receiving update emails from the
negotiators?
3. Participating in J-line and warehouse
meetings at your station so your voice
is heard?
4. Working safely and within the
guidelines of our CBA and ground ops
manual?
5. Ready to stand up for your quality of
life, health care, retirement and work
rules ?
6. Willing to call the union office for help
in voting registration or website
registration?
7. Letting company management know
how you feel about their proposals
during these negotiations?

8. Aware that your contract is accessible on your smart
phone or tablet by going to the union website homepage?
9. Wearing your solidarity lanyards, pins, hats or armbands?
10. Aware of the history of some of our new managers, who
have previous work experience from AirTran, Value Jet
and Eastern Airlines?
This quiz is to open your eyes on just some of the points
raised during our unity events, from our Facebook page and
from our website. We need the membership to come
together in solidarity. Our contract is on the table and the
company is trying to dissect it. You understand that our
airline posts profits with the strength from our membership.
So let’s show our strength and solidarity through these
negotiations and acquisition changes.

DISTRICT REPORTS
Thoughts, Concerns, and Musings from Around the System
Consistency

PROSPERITY FOR ALL?
Ever wonder why all the work groups are having such a hard
time in negotiations? Ever wonder why Southwest keeps
making large amounts of profits that don’t want to be
shared? I wonder about it all
the time. One reason is that
we’re hailed as heroes and
hard workers but when it
comes time to negotiate new
contracts, the sky’s falling
and there’s no money. Never
mind we bought another
airline. Never mind we’re
renovating an airport or two
or three. Never mind that
those at the top keep giving
Mike Martinez, District 1 Rep
themselves
raises
and
ALB, BDL, BOS, BWI, EWR, ISP, bonuses. Never mind our
LGA, MHT, PHL, PVD
profits are still soaring with
continued high load factors.
Never mind Wall Street expects more banner years from us.
That’s why I’m glad to see that everyone’s holding steadfast
and not accepting any of the garbage proposals that have
been passed to us. Yes, it may be insulting to some, but is it
just a negotiating tactic? You can’t blame them for tryingor
should you? Sad part is this is the only thing they’ve been
consistent on, which leads me to my next question.

Where has all the consistency gone? This is one of the
many things you will hear me harp on continuously. Why
isn’t there consistency for all? I see many discipline
grievances where one agent receives a warning letter and
another gets terminated for the same offense at another
station. Even though we point this out, it falls on deaf ears.
Who is it that’s responsible for all of the changes that have
taken place since Herb left? Is that the person to blame? Is
it something else? Why would someone receive a
discussion log for a very minor incident and another agent
receives a final letter of warning, with suspension, for the
same infraction?
Why can’t we share in the profits that all 40k plus employees
help generate? Why are we being asked to sacrifice when
those at the top are not leading by example? Why do some
agents receive reasonable discipline and others reason
more than excessive discipline? And why are so many
grievances fought against so hard, to the point of system
boards and arbitrations, causing the company to spend
money unnecessarily? I can see when someone has a
major infraction such as an A/C accident. If there are no
mitigating circumstances, there should be reasonable
discipline applied. Instead, a 30+ year employee, who’s
never been disciplined, receives a warning letter for being
on the phone. A very minor offense in itself, but when you’re
talking about an employee who’s given 30+ years of his life
to the company and never been disciplined, a warning letter
is ridiculous.
If an agent is the cause of an
A/C accident, is not tenured
and receives the correct
discipline, that’s hard to
argue. I wouldn’t want to be
the one to argue on behalf of
someone if, let’s say, he
caused
an
absolute
catastrophe. I mean, could
you imagine if an employee
were responsible for a one
billion dollar mistake, let’s
say, like fuel hedging cost us?
Could you imagine what
would happen to the agent?
Makes you wonder what ever
happened to the employees
who were responsible for
that, doesn’t it? We all know
where one of them is now,
don’t we? Except if that were
you, you would’ve been fired
quicker than you can say
fired.
Here’s to warmer weather
coming our way. Enjoy your
spring. You guys deserve it.
Be safe, work safe.
m.martinez@twu555.org

Original cartoon by Shaun Burris, IND Station Rep
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BEEN ONE HELL OF A RIDE
When I first started this job in January of 2001, I never
dreamed that I would still be doing it in 2013, but as a wise
person once said, “Time moves on and transition is
inevitable.” Fellow brothers
and sisters, it is with great
sadness that I have decided
not to run for district 2
representative. It has been a
real honor to have held this
position for the past twelve
and a half years. It was a
tough decision to have to
make, but for me, it’s time to
devote more time to my
family. In the span of these
Mike Cernosek, District 2 Rep
past twelve and a half years
ECP, FLL, GSP, IAD, JAX, MCO, there have been a lot of
ORF, PBI, RDU, RSW, TPA
missed
birthdays,
anniversaries and school
functions. I need to do a lot of catching up.
There have been a ton of great memories and a small
amount of not so good ones, but all in all, I have enjoyed the
opportunity to visit with as many of you as possible to
discuss your issues.
There are an insurmountable number of “thank yous”, and I
can’t begin to go through the whole list. If I should forget
someone, it wasn’t on purpose. First of all, I really want to
thank Jerry McCrummen. Jerry, along with former Local 555
President Gary Shults were the two who got me started in
the local. They, along with current President Chuck Cerf and
our International Rep and now TWU International ATD
Director Garry Drummond, were my mentors. I will never
forget all of their helpful knowledge and insight, as well as
their friendship. Lastly, I want to thank my alternate and
chief wrangler Brian Wistling for working with me for all four
terms, and a special thank you to Marie and Michelle, my
Dallas wranglers and the two that tried to keep me
organized (if that’s possible). Ladies, I promise I will make
good on the lunch I owe you.
This local is at a very crucial crossroad. We all have to
continue to work to get a fair and just contract that rewards
us for the many contributions that have made SWA the
profitable machine that it is today. We must fight to prevent
the company from trying to destroy our quality of life. It
seems to me that many folks over at SWA headquarters
have lost sight of whose name is on the building and whose
name is on the tail of the aircraft that have made them so
profitable for over four decades, and most important, the
names on the uniforms of the employees who have worked
their butts off to help ensure that profitability. We need to
support our negotiating team and this local now more than
ever. Even if you have never been a big fan of this local, I’m
asking you to support it. Take a stand for your rights. Your
future will depend on it.
In closing, I thank all of the station reps who have worked
with me over the past twelve plus years. Keep the faith and
continue to fight the good fight. I will still support this local as
a member. I’m not going anywhere, just back to the TPA
ramp. It’s not a good bye, just a brief respite.
All of you are and continue to be the most awesome airline
employees in the industry. Never lose sight of that fact.
God Bless You All,
mike.cernosek@twu555.org

TWU LOCAL 555
2013 Scholarship Awards
ELIGIBILITY
1. Must be a graduating senior who will attend an accredited college,
university or vocational school in the following fall term or
2. Must be a current student in an accredited college, university or
vocational school continuing classes in the following fall term and
3. Must be a Local 555 member continuing education or whose parent
or guardian is a Local 555 member. (Current L.E.B. members and
families are not eligible.)
SELECTION PROCESS
A random drawing will be held for each district where the applicant’s
parent or guardian lives or, in the case of a current member, the
district where he/she lives. One winner will be selected, from each
district, of the verified applications, for a scholarship in the amount of
$1000.00. Scholarships will be awarded in July 2013.
RULES
TWU Local 555 will verify the eligibility of each applicant in the
respective districts. This scholarship is available to high school seniors
who are continuing on to college or vocational school full time, full
time college or vocational students, full time graduate students, and
TWU members (whether full or part time students). Full time is defined
as 12 credit hours.
One winner will be selected from each district and the amount of
$1000.00 will be paid directly to the college, university or school that
the winner actually attends. If tuition is covered by other scholarship
monies, payment will be made directly to the winner.
The applicant must provide verification of enrollment to a college,
university or vocational school. The scholarships will be paid once
enrollment is confirmed.
DEADLINE
The application must be presented to the Local 555 union office by
June 28th, of the year in which the applicant is applying for fall
scholarship and must be verified by the Recording Secretary.

For more pictures, video footage, plus information on upcoming unity
events go to twu555.org and click on the Unity Events tab.

DISTRICT REPORTS,

CONTINUED

UNITY AMONG US - 2013
Currently we are locked in the federal mediation stage
of contract negotiations. At this stage we must ask
what role we play as the rank and file members. Well,
the answer to that is,
frankly,
the
most
important role. We will
make the final decision
on whether or not to
accept any proposed
contract. That means
that we will decide what
language will govern
our work environment
for the future. We will
say
how
many
Randy Barnes, District 3 Rep
attendance points we
BUF, CLE, CMH, DTW, IND,
will get before we can
MDW, MKE, MSP, PIT
be terminated, or if we
will have limits on
overtime in any way, and finally whether to accept the
proposed pay rate. These are just a few of the issues
that we will have to review and make an educated
decision on. The entire process is proving to be a trying and
challenging one for the entire membership. At times we
stand on opposite sides when it comes to some issues and
that is to be expected, but we cannot allow our differences

Original cartoon by Shaun Burris, IND Station Rep

in views regarding these issues to encourage or promote
division among us.
The importance of this last point is the most crucial concern
posed to any future elections. We are 8,500 + strong, and if
we can stand together we will surely prevail against
any one. We are an extremely diverse group of
members hailing from every walk of life and this gives
us a very unique advantage if we can foster this
through a unified front. Now I know with diversity
comes differences, which makes it difficult, at best, to
have one voice. It’s easy to say, “I hate that guy, so
whatever he’s for I’m against.” or that “The company
will take care of all of us, so why should we negotiate
with them?” Well, those would be dangerous positions
to take. Not only is our diversity an asset, but our
increasingly educated membership is also. To allow
our minor differences to come between us and a good
contract will be detrimental to all of us. The only way
we can avoid this is to do the impossible, and that is
to become unified. We have only come close to
accomplishing this one other time that I know of, and
that was a long time ago during contract negotiations.
At that time we didn’t have several important issues to
unite for, just one. This time around we will have many
issues that threaten our job security. These issues
directly affect our working futures in a bad way. We
are confronted with the possibility of our jobs being
outsourced, and we can’t afford not to be focused.
We have an opportunity to help shape our futures and
to fumble this chance away, worrying about why that
guy didn’t show up for the flight or that you didn’t vote
for that guy so you’re not getting involved, would be a
tragedy. There is too much at stake to not be focused
on the same goal, which is to obtain an industry
leading contract and produce a record number of
members participating in the future votes regarding
the contract. We can and will be successful in the
future if we can manage to get past our minor
differences and do the impossible, unite.
Strength in Numbers, Strength in Unity!!!
randy.barnes@twu555.org
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LUV LINES ILLUSTRATES
IT BEST!
It’s difficult to get our top brass at the G.O. to admit that
Southwest Airlines has taken a turn for the worse in how
their front line employees are treated. “What ever do you
mean? Things are better now
than they’ve ever been. Your
paycheck is higher than ever,
working conditions are
ideal, everything is right with
the world, there’s peace on
earth and goodwill toward
men, blah blah blah”
Unfortunately, our SWA
leadership refuses to see
the obvious: that the same
success which has allowed
Mark Waters, District 4 Rep
them
to
concoct
BHM, BNA, CHS, JAN, MCI, MSY, m i c r o s c o p i c - s i z e d
OKC, OMA, SDF, STL, TUL
departments
and
a
thousand vice-presidents on
the backs of the very employees that have made this
airline successful has not been, shall we say, shared
equally among all.
Well, now we find yet another example to provide them—
evidence that shows there’s much more to the story than
what they would have us believe. The ironic part is that we
didn’t come up with the example. They did!
I will direct you to the
February issue of LUV
Lines. Start by looking
at the front cover (see
image to the left). Right
away,
something
should jump out at you.
(It may not be that
obvious
to
our
leadership, but that
wouldn’t surprise me.)
One agent at the end of
a
beltloader,
surrounded by four
carts, planes parked at
every gate of the
concourseclearly
there’s a lot of work to
be done and one agent
to do it. While our fearless leaders may tell you that this
image is rare and does not accurately represent the typical
work environment, I would reply with the obviousthen why
did you choose this image? Clearly, you wanted to motivate
your employees by showing them how busy (i.e. how
“successful”) we are while blatantly ignoring what this same
picture represents: overworked employees, more OJIs,
more sick time used.
Contrast the image on the front page with the image we find
on pages 16-17 (see image top right) of the very same
issuethe old Southwest—three people at the end of the
beltloader, the station manager looking in to make sure
there are two people working in the bin, enough people to
ensure that the plane is loaded and offloaded in a safe and
expedient mannerwhat a concept!
So what do these two images, the front cover and pages 16-

17, tell us? Do the two images possibly give us insight into
why we have more OJIs? (C’mon SWA leaders, would you
really have us believe that you just decided one day to start
hiring lazy, scheming, no-good dirt bags who want to play
the system?) Do these pictures tell us why we often suffer
from embarrassing on-time performance and baggage
handling issues? When is the last time we have won a triple
crown? Is it because we’re all lazy and just don’t want to
work, or do your own pictures possibly give us some other
reasons? It’s time for you to own it.

I really don’t think it takes an M.B.A. or some other business
management degree to see what’s happening. Our leaders
complain of waning performance, high OJIs and sick time,
and the enormous cost of labor while acting as if they have
no idea why. SWA leaders, look at your own materials. If you
can so easily publish a few pictures illustrating the difference
between the Southwest of now versus the Southwest of
yesteryear, perhaps you can study the two images and
glean a few lessons from them.
This article was suggested by a very good friend and coworker of mine, Danny Sharber Sr., a 31 year ramp agent at
the BNA station. Danny passed away unexpectedly on
March 2, 2013 as this article was being designed. Our
thoughts and prayers go out to Danny’s family, two of which
are ramp agents in BNA, Danny Jr. and David Sharber.
Guys, your dad was a great friend to all of us. And to Danny
Sr., I did your article. Rest in peace. We love you and miss
you so much, brother.
m.waters@twu555.org
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DISTRICT REPORTS,

TIME TO WAKE UP

Now For Some Heart Breaking News for Some of
Our Members
As a father of two great kids, I remember when they first
figured out that Santa Claus did not exist, and when they
realized that there was no Easter Bunny, and also how
traumatic it was to find out there was no tooth fairy. (That
was especially had on my youngest.)
Brother and sisters of this great district, and also this local,
Herb and Colleen are not in power anymore. I have heard
some of our members say, “This contract is just like the rest
of them; no big deal. We will just say no and the company

will give us what we want. Herb and Colleen will step in and
save us.” I am sorry to say, but that is not going to happen.
Herb and Colleen are no longer in power and Gary Kelly is
no Herb Kelleher. From what I can tell Gary’s main concern
is how much you, the hard-working front line members, cost
him such and such per hour and how much easier it would
be on his balance sheet if he could replace you with contract
workers. I am sorry to break it to you, but it is that simple.
It is up to us to stand united and to speak collectively, to walk
the line and to educate the misinformed, who still believe
that this contract is just like all the rest of the contracts.
Brothers and sisters, this action begins with us, you me and
every other member, who understand that there is no longer
a Herb and Colleen, only a Gary (the bean counter). If we
stand together and stay firm in the belief of what Herb and
Colleen bestowed on us (take care of the employees and
they will take care of the customers), we will get what we
deserve. But only if we remain united.

News from Our District
Currently we have numerous overtime bypass grievances
and numerous excess discipline grievances, and I am sad to
say one wrongful termination case that had
just occurred today as I write this article.
Some of the excessive discipline cases that I
have done have been barbarous.
Let me give you an example of one that just
boggled my mind. A provisioning agent was
given a warning letter for being on his cell
phone while driving. After I completed my
investigation I discovered that the agent was
not on his cell phone during the alleged time
of incident, as proven by his phone
recorders and also as proven by the flight
schedule. Matter of fact the agent was not
driving at the alleged time. He was parked.
Now I can understand that it is a company
rule that states you cannot be on your phone
while you are driving, but even if the agent
was, he was given a warning letter
compared to other agents from the same
station and the same supervisor who were
on the phone while driving were given a
verbal counsel.
What is also even more troubling is that this
particular agent has been with the company
for 35 years and has never once been in
trouble, and for his first alleged infraction he
was given a letter of warning. I am sorry, I do
not get it! What is even more outrageous is
that I resolved this case using the same argument that the
local representative used, though the company would not
resolve it with the local representative, only respectfully
denied for whatever reason that I cannot understand. I
guess this is how the company rewards agents for 35 years
of outstanding dedication to SWA.
Once again, brothers and sisters, we have a long road
ahead of us, but if we stand united we can overcome and be
rewarded with another great contract. Please remember,
“Stay Strong, Stay Informed and Stay Unified”. You are the
best workers in the world and deserve the best contact. As
long as the company is making money we should be
rewarded for our devotion to this company.
robert.bettinger@twu555.org
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DAL Unity Day

First and foremost, I wish to thank all the loyal members of
our district who participated in our recent unity event held in
DAL on Feb. 13, 2013. Special thanks to those members
who flew in from other
stations and the members
who also participated in our
special
DAL operations
meeting held at our TWU 555
headquarters office in DAL on
Feb. 28, 2013. (The DAL
operations meeting was
concerning
a
separate,
isolated issue that was
brought to my attention
Robert Bettinger, District 5 Rep through a member. The issue
AMA, AUS, CRP, DAL, HOU, HRL, was dealt with and rectified. I
truly appreciate all the loyal
LBB, LIT, MAF, SAT
members for their input at the
meeting, and hopefully we have resolved the misconception
that was perceived, from what I can tell, by only one
member.)
I also would like to thank the loyal members
of TWU Local 556 who took the time out of
their busy schedules to support us in our joint
unity event held in DAL at the station and also
at the G.O. on the same day.
Brother and sisters, these meeting are critical
to our goal of communicating with, educating
and uniting our members as to what has
become an epic battle to secure another
industry leading contract benefiting each and
every member of our local.
For those of you who did not have the ability
to attend the meeting for whatever reason, it
should go without saying that we face the
biggest challenge that we have ever been
confronted with. This is not like any other
negotiations. This time the company is out for
blood and we must remain united with-in our
cause; our strength is in one collective voice.
As long as we stay united, as a “union” of
people with a common goal, we will be
successful. At the end of the day it is the
10,000 members of this union who will get us
our contract, not the six negotiators at the
table. Do not misunderstand my message.
Your negotiations team is doing their part, but
after 18 month at the table with the company
shoveling the same bull****, it is now time for us the
membership to stand up and do our part.
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“Being a firefighter was a lifelong dream. I remember
being fascinated as a kid when the firefighters visited my
elementary school. When the fire truck came to the
school, it came with the lights and sirens on. The
firefighters were dressed in all that gear; kind of scary at
first, but later on, I thought they were cool. I knew I
wanted to pursue being a firefighter,” Erik recalled.
“Because we do medical calls, I see a lot of violence, and
that’s the most difficult part.”
Erik has responded to quite a few fires in his career where
property was lost, and sometimes lives. “In New Orleans,
we have some very old houses, and some of our
neighborhoods are poverty stricken and may not be
equipped with smoke detectors or any type of monitoring
systems. Houses are very close together, so a quick
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Erik has been a certified firefighter since 2000. He began
his firefighting career at the Kenner Fire Department, near
the MSY airport, and began working for the New Orleans
Fire Department in 2008.

response is very
important when it comes
to our firefighting tactics
and prevention of fires
spreading to other properties.
One of the first fires I responded to
when working in Kenner was a trailer
fire. There were three little girls who
were mentally challenged who didn’t make
it; one was still in her bed, holding a teddy
bear, with her thumb in her mouth. She died of
smoke inhalation; it still bothers me sometimes.”
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Erik lived briefly in PBI where he was hired as a ramp
agent in 2001, and then quickly transferred home to MSY.
He is originally from Mississippi, but has lived in the MSY
area for 24 years. In August, 2005, Erik lost his home as a
result of Hurricane Katrina. He did not transfer to another
station, so he was furloughed for three years before
getting recalled to the MSY station.
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Service-related
is how Erik
Waterman
describes both
of his careers.
His primary job
is as an MSY
ramp agent
and he
believes his
job is about serving Southwest Airlines customers. On his
off days, Erik serves his community as a firefighter on the
New Orleans Fire Department.

me

Service & a Lifelong
Dream

Erik is quick to point out that his career at Southwest is
his principal job. “It’s always a joy to hear people say,
‘Hey, you work for Southwest. That’s a great airline.’ I
have great co-workers. My brothers and sisters at work
are like family and I appreciate them.” Erik is proud to be
a member of two unions. In additional to being a TWU
Local 555 member, he is a member of IAFF Local 632.
There seems to be a theme of service in Erik’s life. He’s
never too busy to help with various service projects at his
church and projects like “Shake the Boot” to raise funds
for the Red Cross. A co-worker laughingly mentioned that
Erik is in the New Orleans firefighter’s calendar. Not one
to take himself too seriously, when asked about it, Erik
just chuckled and said, “Sure; it’s for a good cause. The
funds are used to purchase thermal imaging cameras
(TICs).” He even offered the website address,
nofdcalendar.com, if you want to purchase a calendar.
Erik credits his ability to serve, both on the job and off, to
his faith, and his participation for 19 years in a twelve-step
program. His service continues in his willingness to help
others. “I don’t know what life I might be saving by
revealing my past. I try to illustrate my faith, a good spirit,
and unconditionally loving humanity.”
Erik said he was humbled that the union newsletter
wanted to print an article about him. Thanks for all you do,
Erik. We’re proud to call you our Union brother.

If you know a TWU Local 555 member you’d like to see
highlighted in the next newsletter, please contact communications
coordinator, Patti Adams, at patti.adams@twu555.org.
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Original cartoon by Shaun Burris, IND Station Rep

IS MY LABOR WORTH MORE
THAN YOURS (FOR THE
SAME TIME WORKED)?
Divide and rule, the politician cries; unite and lead, is
watchword of the wise. -Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
I’m hesitant to speak about
the ongoing negotiations, as
our negotiating committee
does an outstanding job
informing us, but I felt
compelled to discuss one of
the company’s outrageous
demands we were told about
in the last negotiations update
on February 28, 2013. The
ludicrous company proposal
of which I speak is the
Kevin Carney, District 6 Rep
reintroduction of the two-tier
ABQ, ELP, ONT, PHX, SAN, SNA, pay scale.
TUS
It saddens me to say that we
have had such a blight infect our contract in the past. The
1984 contract saw this introduced into our pay scale. There
were two tier pay scales at other airlines at the time, which
is perhaps why the company wanted the two tier pay scale.
Whether it was ignorance, lack of foresight, greed or
something else, the membership at the time voted the
abomination into the contract. Prior to that contract, it took
ten years to reach top out. Upon ratification of the 1984
contract, if you were hired on or after August 16, 1984 it took
you six years just to reach the pay that someone hired
before August 16, 1984 started at and 15 years to reach top
out.
The 1984 contract pay scale remained until the 1990
contract where we slipped deeper into the mire of the multi-
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tiered pay scale debacle. In trying to rid ourselves
of this blight we merged the pay scales which
resulted in seventeen steps to top out. In other
words, it would be eighteen years after you were
hired to reach the top of the pay scale. The annual
raises were miniscule in most cases, going from
step five to step six was a thirty-seven cent raise
to $10.60. These measures were taken just to get
rid of the two tier pay scale. The same pay scale
was used throughout the length of the contract;
there were no annual increases in the steps.
The 1995 contract saw some slight improvement
eliminating three steps from 17 to 14, but again the
same scale for the entire contract. Fourteen years
to top out still means 40-50 cents a year in raises.
It wasn’t until the 2001 contract where we returned
to annual increases and shrank the steps again to
eleven. When introduced nearly twenty years ago,
most of the other airlines had two tier pay scales,
but that is not the case today. I know of no airline
that currently has a two tier pay scale. Currently
there is a contract out for a vote at United Airlines
that does not have a two tier pay scale in place. I
tell you this little bit of history in the hope that we
do not fall for this again, that we do not trek blithely
down that erroneous path.
You may be thinking that this has nothing to do with you;
after all, you wouldn’t be in the “B” scale. Well, consider first
the animosity of working next to someone who is on a
different pay scale. Don’t care? How about thisit used to
take ten years to top out, but it now takes eleven years
because of the two tier pay scale. It took our work group
seventeen years to get back to almost where we were. No
matter when you started, you are feeling the effects of the
two tier pay scale from 1984.
Southwest benefitted from a two tier for over 15 years. It
was introduced at a time when other airlines were using a
two tier pay scale, so perhaps it was something the
company felt they needed to stay competitive – that is not
the case today. There are no other two tier pay scales in the
industry. Our airline is not hurting financially. A two tier pay
scale is nothing more than a divisive measure to separate
us. The few dollars that it may save the company would be
insignificant.
A two tier pay scale divides us; it makes us “A” scale and “B”
scale. This has the same effect as adding more part-time
agents to our work group or adding contract employees to
our work group - it dilutes us. Once we are no longer a
significant work group, the company would be free to take
more and more. Health benefits? Gone. Dollar for dollar
match on 401k? Gone. They are trying to turn us into SWA,
South Walmart Airlines.
If you started after 2001, or if you don’t have firsthand
knowledge of how a two tier pay scale impacts everyone, I
encourage you to talk to those who were here during those
dark years. This is something you should learn about. This
is something we as a union can prevent from happening
again. Let us not sacrifice those who haven’t been hired yet;
it is not only wrong for them but wrong for us as well.
As always,
Noli sinere te ab improbis opprimi.
kevin.carney@twu555.org

GREETINGS FROM DIST 7
By the time this article is printed, the year will be in full swing
and spring will be on the horizon. I truly hope that all
members as well as all probationary employees made it
through the cold winter safely.
I know that December was
intense, and January and
February weren’t any picnic
either! Not only was the
inclement
weather
a
challenge, but staffing and
other labor related issues
presented
their
own
obstacles as well, but as
always we persevered.
We have been in negotiations
Heard Bryant, District 7 Rep
for close to two years now
BUR, LAS, LAX, SFO, SJC, SMF and will soon be approaching
another round of mediation.
As we move forward to this critical phase, our resolve will be
tested by the company in numerous ways , as was the case
with the letter that was sent to each SWA employee about
having the ‘warrior spirit’. Management has also been
monitoring our negotiation meetings as well as j-line
meetings as they try to assess the unity of our group. I
encourage you to stay united and strong and remember that
the union is comprised of each and every ramp, operations,
freight and provisioning agent standing united as one,
showing solidarity, and being willing to do whatever it takes
to finally receive a fair and equitable contract that rewards
us for being the most
productive airline in
the industry!
I would like to take
this opportunity to
thank all of you who
voted in the last
election. I have
served
as
the
representative for
district 7 for three
years now and am
approaching the end
of my term. As I’m
sure you are aware,
the position is now
up for re-election
along with other
positions, including
that of vice-president
and secretary. The
district lines were
changed
and
unfortunately SMF
was
moved
to
district 6, bringing
my time as the
district
7
representative to a
final
end.
The
bylaws state that you
must reside in the
district in which you
are going to run.
That can only mean

one thing: look out district 6. Here I come!
I must take this opportunity to thank all of you for your
support. I truly appreciate you. I would also like to give a
special mention to Brother Mike Roach and Brother Nate
Lammond, two station representatives who were very
instrumental in assisting me as alternates for the district 7
representative position. To all of my brothers on the local
executive board and all of my sisters in the office, thank you
all! It has been not only a privilege but also an honor to
serve as your district 7 representative.
As I close this article for the final time as your district 7
representative, I want to take a moment to remember those
who are no longer with us. We have seen much change over
the last three years, but we have also seen much growth
and progress toward being a stronger union. I look forward
to seeing even more of the fruits of our labor in the coming
months and years. I encourage you not to lose focus of what
we seek to obtain: a fair and equitable contract. Stay abreast
of all the updates from the negotiations committee and show
your support in the j-lines. Let’s continue to do our jobs the
way we always have because it is our excellent quality of
work that makes us the best in the industry. As always, work
safe, work smart and continue to look out for one another.
“How far you go in life depends on your being tender with
the young, compassionate with the aged, sympathetic with
the striving and tolerant of the weak and strong. Because
someday in your life you will have been all of these.” George Washington Carver
Fraternally,
h.bryant@twu555.org
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Original cartoon by Shaun Burris, IND Station Rep
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HOW ORGANIZED LABOR
RUINED SWA or A MESSAGE
FROM 50'S DAD

Albert Barbosa, District 8 Rep
BOI, DEN, GEG, OAK, PDX, RNO,
SEA, SLC

Hey district 8, hope all is
going as well as it can for
each and every one of you.
We're already a quarter into
2013. Hard to believe time
has passed so quickly. For
this article I'd like to talk a bit
on the topic of unionism and
the state, or at least my view,
of unions in America.
I recently read a statistic on
union
participation/
membership that I wanted to
share with all of you.

Percentage of workers who belong to unions
1936

7.4%

2011

11.8%

1937

12.9%

2013

11.3%

1953

25.5% (peak)

(Taken from USAToday Snapshot Poll Questionnaire)
Why does this matter? Make no mistake. We are at war for
our futures brothers and sisters. As participation has
decreased it has had an impact on individual unions and
their locals. Companies are banking on the complacency of
individuals to not know what it means to be a part of a union.
This is not just a TWU 555 issue but a national epidemic. As
membership has declined nationally it has a direct impact on
those unions and locals that remain, both in knowledge and
strength.
Often I hear complaints from non-union workers from other
industries about union thugs this and union thugs that. Many
also look back, either figuratively or literally, at the 40s & 50s
as a sort of Golden Age for workers/middle-class. Is it a
coincidence that those decades also correspond with the
up-trend and peak of unions in the US? I say not.
True, during the early history of unions in America violence
has been a part of the struggle, whether it was companies
hiring goons to discourage the labor movement or members
themselves committing to do whatever was necessary to
achieve the goal at the time up to and including making the
ultimate sacrifice. As time has gone on, the fight has gone
from physical to literal, but it still remains a fight none the
less. Many Americans fail to recognize the huge impact that
unions have played in the American way of life. The forty
hour work week, health benefits, vacations and a
reasonable wage for a honest day’s work are just a few of
the impacts that extend beyond union membership but were
spearheaded by unions.
I shouldn't have to address why that's important to Local 555
members, but I will. We are in the midst of negotiations that
are anything but working towards a mutually beneficial
resolution (at least that’s my understanding at the time of
writing this article). Based solely on my opinion and
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understanding of things, the company appears to be trying
to negotiate a concessionary contract (on the employee’s
part) at a time when SWA is making record profits, veiling it
in an attempt to imply that it’s the only way to stay
competitive in the market given the airlines that have
lowered operating costs by restructuring due to bankruptcy:
mentioning markets that are being "lost" to competitors but
failing to mention that we left the markets, rather than them
being actually taken.
Is there competition? Sure. Are markets/routes being filled
by other carriers? Yup. Should we as employees be
concerned with these issues? Yes! But I would argue that
what we should be concerned about is that the company
seems to be copying the model set forth by those same
legacy carriers that have filed bankruptcy. Abandoning
routes and markets, not because they are not making
money but rather they are not making enough... I don't know
everything, and I'll concede the fact that I don't have a
business degree or that I have the knowledge to actually run
this airline by myself, but again, if my memory serves
correctly, we as an airline got to the position we are in by
following a simple recipe for success. Somewhere along the
way the powers that be decided it just didn't work anymore...
So coming back full circle to how I started this article, we
each/all have a responsibility as union members to be
educated, involved and when called upon, proactive. That
can take the form of anything from voting and educating
yourselves on the contract to wearing a pin or hat and taking
the time to share what you know with those fellow members
that come into the fold after you. This may actually apply to
some of you, but simply put, this isn't your parents’ SWA.
Expecting the company to do the right thing at the end of the
day, as they have done in the past, is not as viable an option
as it once was. In most cases, it's not an option at all. But,
and I don't say this lightly, we to have the responsibility to do
our part. Know the contract, work rules and regulations and
follow them. If they are unreasonable, the contract outlines
a process to follow to address them. Understand that all
things start with the members. Without active support from
the members each uphill battle becomes a steeper climb.
From a local department representative all the way to our
negotiations committee, it starts with you.
While I'm not one of those ra! ra! SWA employees, I am
proud to work for such a successful airline. I am even
prouder to be a part of a union who represents the
employees at a company that has been successful in spite
of the union. Think about that for a secondproof that
unions are not the demise of companies. I would suspect
that if they were SWA as a highly unionized airline would
have folded many, many years ago, or would at least have
been reflected in the quarterly/yearly loses. The truth is
SWA became the largest domestic carrier following that
simple recipe from years past and working well with the
labor groups on property.
Keep this in mind when you hear or see otherwise from the
company or even your fellow union brothers and sisters.
Follow the examples from the past that achieved so much
and let us not let the sacrifices made be in vain or forgotten.
Be safe and take care of each other out there.
In solidarity,
albert.barbosa@twu555.org
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